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T
he National Science Foundation (NSF), through the U.S.
Geological Survey (USGS), supports surveying and map-

ping in Antarctica. During the 1992-1993 season, the USGS
National Mapping Division (NMD) directed its antarctic sur-
veying and mapping activities toward the acquisition of glob-
al positioning system (GPS) geodetic mapping control, topo-
graphic and satellite image mapping, seismology, doppler
satellite tracking, and the compilation of an antarctic
gazetteer.

The USGS field surveying crew established geodetic map-
ping control on Seymour Island using GPS receivers. This
cooperative project with the Argentine Antarctic Institute
used Argentine helicopter support to establish 15 new sta-
tions on Seymour Island and one new station on nearby Snow
Hill Island. The control supports 1:10,000-scale topographic
mapping of the island. The map is currently in production at
the USGS Mid-Continent Mapping Center.

At Byrd Surface Camp, surveyor Eric Y. Wong established
a GPS fiducial base station. The station served as a reference
station to integrate local GPS surveys conducted in support of
the Siple Coast ice-stream dynamics project. The projects
included obtaining 15-meter (m) ice-core samples, the kine-
matic GPS survey of the local ice slope, an optical leveling sur-
vey of existing ice anchors, and the reoccupation of the exist-
ing ice benchmark.

Geodetic surveys also were conducted at the Pegasus and
Mount Howe blue-ice runway sites. Using GPS receivers, Eric
Wong reoccupied 10 doppler satellite stations previously
established near the proposed Pegasus runway on the
McMurdo Ice Shelf. These 10 stations were reoccupied to
monitor the direction and velocity of ice movement in sup-
port of the Cold Regions Research and Engineering Laborato-
ry's proposed Pegasus blue-ice runway project. At the Mount
Howe site, a bedrock benchmark and two new ice bench-
marks were established. The rock benchmark will serve as a
bedrock tie to the GPS continuous-tracking station at South
Pole and McMurdo stations. The ice benchmarks will be used
to determine the rate and direction of ice flow in the vicinity
of the proposed Mount Howe blue-ice runway.

In January 1993, the USGS team of Eric Wong, Cathleen
McDermott, and Alan Ward conducted a geodetic survey to
establish the position of the true South Pole (marker) at
Amundsen-Scott Station. Based on this season's observations

and data from previous surveys, the ice sheet at the South Pole
continues to move approximately 10 in year in a north-
westerly direction. The team installed a permanent brass
marker identifying the 1992-1993 austral summer position.

The USGS mapping program includes 1:50,000-scale
topographic maps for areas in the McMurdo Dry Valleys. The
mapping is being conducted in cooperation with the New
Zealand Department of Survey and Land Information. Under
this cooperative program, the USGS obtains the aerial pho-
tographs, establishes the geodetic control, and performs the
aerotriangulation. New Zealand performs the stereocompila-
tion, collects digital cartographic data, prepares shaded relief,
and provides color separates. The USGS will print the maps.
The cooperative agreement includes the revision of eight
existing maps produced by the USGS in 1977. The maps cover
the Taylor and Wright valleys in the McMurdo Dry Valleys.
These 1:50,000-scale, 15-minute topographic maps have 50-m
contour intervals and 25-m supplemental contours. The revi-
sion involves converting these maps from the local camp area
datum to WGS-84. The revision includes the addition of shad-
ed relief and updated place names approved by the U.S.
Board on Geographic Names (BGN) since 1977.

The Deep Freeze Range 1:1,000,000-scale International
Map of the World (1MW) was printed in November 1992. The
map is in the 1MW format and includes BGN place names,
Antarctic Treaty nations' research station locations, bound-
aries of Specially Protected Areas, and Sites of Special Scien-
tific Interest.

The USGS is producing Landsat Thematic Mapper (TM)
satellite image maps for the Siple Coast ice-stream project.
Five 1:250,000-scale Landsat TM maps are in the final stages
of compilation at the USGS Flagstaff, Arizona, facility. Upon
completion of these maps, five additional maps will be pro-
duced. The maps will be published using the 1MW geographic
reference system. Also, the USGS is producing a second ver-
sion of the advanced very-high-resolution radiometer digital
image map of Antarctica at 1:5,000,000 scale. This version will
contain contour data, permanent station locations, and BGN
place names.

The South Pole winter team of Roger Barlow and Michael
Starbuck continued doppler satellite tracking and the USGS
seismic program during the 1993 austral winter season. The
doppler satellite tracking program functions as a local track-
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ing station to improve orbital data for the polar region. The
orbital data improve the ephemeris data that support the geo-
detic control field surveying and upgrade and densification of
the existing geodetic networks in Antarctica. The USGS South
Pole seismic stations serve as key stations in the Worldwide
Standardized Seismograph Network. These data are used by
the USGS National Earthquake Information Service to help
locate earthquake epicenters and origin times for seismic
wave propagation.

The USGS manages the Scientific Committee on Antarc-
tic Research library for the NSF and the U.S. Antarctic Pro-
gram. The library is the official depository and distribution
point for antarctic aerial photographic and cartographic
products produced by the United States. The library has
approximately 450,000 black-and-white and color aerial pho-

tographs of the Antarctic dating from Operation Highjump
(1946-1947) through the 1989 field season. The library also
houses geodetic control records, satellite images, maps,
charts, and publications. Maps, charts, and publications are
exchanged with nations under the provisions of the Antarctic
Treaty.

In 1989, the NSF, in cooperation with the BGN and the
USGS, published an antarctic gazetteer containing feature
names and locations. It is being revised for publication in
1994 to include descriptive text of the features and geographic
names approved by the BGN since 1989. The published
names and new names data are part of a computer-based
Geographic Names Information System.

These programs were funded by National Science Foun-
dation grant OPP 91-14787.

Antarctic Marine Geolop-ry Research Facility, 1992-1993
JONATHAN R. BRYAN, Department of Geology, Florida State University, Tallahassee, Florida 32306

T
he 1992-1993 project year (1 June 1992 to 31 May 1993)
has been an exceptionally busy time at the National Sci-

ence Foundation's Antarctic Marine Geology Research Facili-
ty (AMGRF) at Florida State University. In addition to the nor-
mal activities of sample distribution and sediment descrip-
tion, the AMGRF has received two new core shipments
(including the first material from the RIV Nathaniel B.
Palmer), produced several new publications, and hosted a
workshop on Antarctic Glacial-Marine and Biogenic Sedi-
mentation. These activities are summarized below.

A total of 4,026 samples was distributed to investigators
worldwide. This is a significant increase from the previous
project year's total of only 1,129 samples. Requests received
by the curator were taken from the following cruises and
drilling projects:
• USNS Eltanin: 1,561 samples;
• ARA Islas Orcadas: 661 samples;
• USCGC Glacier 555 samples;
• RIV Polar Duke: 1,241 samples;
• Ross Ice Shelf Project: 8 samples;
• Dry Valley Drilling Project: 1 sample.

Two new shipments of cores have been received. These
include 75 piston and gravity cores and 30 trigger cores from
cruise 92-2 of the R/V Polar Duke to the Antarctic Peninsula
(United States Antarctic Program 1992), which arrived on 6
July 1992; and 13 trigger cores from cruise NBP93- 1 of the R/V
Nathaniel B. Palmer to the Powell Basin, northern Antarctic
Peninsula, which arrived on 10 June 1993.

Approximately 200 samples from Eltanin core 14-6 were
returned to the AMGRF by Per Bodin (Lamont-Doherty Earth
Observatory). Nineteen piston cores are on temporary loan to Rice
University for x-ray analysis (8 Eltanin, 7 Glacier, 4 Polar Duke).

The facility hosted several visiting scientists this project
year during the following dates: 3-4 June 1992, Barrie Dale
(University of Oslo); 3 August 1992, Wuchang We! (Scripps
Institution of Oceanography); 21-22 September 1992, Scott
Borg (National Science Foundation); 22-23 September 1992,
Charles Holmes (U.S. Geological Survey, Denver); 13-18 Octo-
ber 1992, Patricia Manley and Dan Bissel (Middlebury College);
15-18 October 1992, Eugene Domack (Hamilton College); 8-11
December 1992, Tony Rathburn (Duke University and Aus-
tralian National University); 9-16 January 1993, Juliane Fenner
(Federal Institute for Geosciences and Natural Resources, Han-
foyer, Germany); 11-13 January 93, Scott Ishman (U.S. Geolog-
ical Survey, Reston); 13 January 1993, Ralph Llewellyn (Univer-
sity of Central Florida); 29 March-19 April 1993, Leanne Dansie
(Australian National University); and 30 March-2 April 1993,
Carl Woifteich (Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution).

In addition, on 30-31 March 1993, the AMGRF hosted a
"Workshop on Antarctic Glacial-Marine and Biogenic Sedi-
mentation," a premeeting shortcourse held in conjunction
with the Southeastern Section Meeting of the Geological Soci -
ety of America in Tallahassee. This workshop, which was
attended by 30 professionals and graduate students, was
taught by John Anderson (Rice University, glacial-marine sed-
imentation), Eugene Domack (Hamilton College, glacial-
marine stratigraphy and paleoclimate analysis), Scott Ishman
(U.S. Geological Survey, antarctic foraminifera), and Amy Lev-
enter (Byrd Polar Research Center, antarctic diatoms). Partici-
pants were from the following institutions: Florida State Uni-
versity, University of Alabama, Rice University, University of
Colorado, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, Ohio State
University, Hamilton College, U.S. Geological Survey
(Reston), and the Australian National University.
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